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Using a back-angle detector array covering 117◦ to 167◦, coincidence measurements of breakup fragments
at sub-barrier energies have enabled the complete characterisation of the breakup processes in the
reactions of 6,7Li with 208Pb. Those breakup processes fast enough (∼10−22 s) to affect fusion are
identified through the measured relative energy of the two breakup fragments. The majority of these
prompt breakup events are triggered by transfer of a neutron from 6Li, and of a proton to 7Li. These
mechanisms, rather than breakup following direct projectile excitation, should thus be responsible for
the majority of the ∼30% suppression of complete fusion observed at above-barrier energies. Breakup
characteristics thus depend both on the properties of the initial nucleus and its neighbours. Quantitative
modelling of this two-step process will require development of a complete reactions model, relevant for
reactions involving both α-cluster nuclei, and exotic nuclei near the neutron and proton drip-lines.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The stability of both the helium atom and its nucleus (the α-
particle) results from the filling of the lowest energy quantum state
by a pair of electrons, or pairs of protons and neutrons respectively.
This stability can cause nuclei to behave as though they contain α-
particles. This is seen in α-decay of heavy nuclei, and in α-cluster
structure in light nuclei. The clustering of neutrons and protons in
nuclei, often in the form of α-particles, has a long and fascinat-
ing history. Well before the discovery of the neutron, Rutherford
in 1921 pictured the nitrogen nucleus as composed of three α-
particles and a proton [1]. Since then, α-clustering has remained a
consistent feature of models of the structure of light nuclei, aris-
ing spontaneously from many different theoretical approaches [2].
In 12C, the celebrated 3-α cluster excited state (the Hoyle state [3])
is critical to the synthesis of heavier elements in the Universe [4].
The lighter elements Li and Be show α-cluster structure in their
ground-states [5,6], associated with low energy thresholds against
cluster breakup. Breakup can occur in nuclear collisions if a state
above the relevant breakup energy threshold is populated. This can
happen by Coulomb or nuclear excitation of the projectile nucleus
itself, or by a transfer reaction populating an unbound state in
the projectile-like nucleus. Independent of the mechanism popu-
lating the unbound state, its cluster decay is called breakup [7–13].
Observations of ∼30% suppression of complete fusion cross sec-
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tions in reactions of Li and Be [14–18] were associated with their
low breakup threshold energies. For 9Be, measurements of sub-
barrier breakup fragments [19] indicated a link between fusion
suppression and prompt breakup (before reaching the fusion bar-
rier), which reduces the flux of intact projectile nuclei available
to participate in fusion. The capture of only one breakup frag-
ment by the target, called incomplete fusion (ICF), was also ob-
served [14,15].

It is clear that for a complete understanding of the effect of
weak binding on fusion, it is critical to experimentally make the
distinction between prompt breakup occurring on short time-scales
(∼10−22 s) and delayed breakup that occurs on longer time-scales.
Experimental studies have so far been unable to unambiguously
obtain this information. Furthermore, current quantum models
of nuclear reactions are of limited use as they cannot separate
complete and incomplete fusion, thus cannot model the effect of
breakup on complete fusion [20,21]. For these experimental and
theoretical reasons, a quantitative understanding of breakup and
the suppression of complete fusion has not yet been attained.
Thus, outcomes of reactions with weakly-bound nuclei from new
radioactive ion beam accelerators cannot yet be predicted. This
work aims to provide a complete picture of breakup in reactions
of weakly-bound 6,7Li nuclei, and to identify experimentally those
breakup processes fast enough to affect fusion.

2. Experimental details and results

To experimentally identify and characterise all breakup mech-
anisms, it is necessary to simultaneously measure both breakup
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Fig. 1. (a) Arrangement of the basic detector array of four DSSDs, with the beam
(arrow) and target ladder. The central detector element contains two DSSDs back to
back. (b) The array covers 50◦ in scattering angle θ and 210◦ in azimuthal angle φ.
Pixel separation in each detector is exaggerated for clarity. (c) Typical energy loss
�E vs. residual energy Eres recorded by the detector telescope, for protons (red),
deuterons (magenta), and tritons (blue). Particles (black) that deposit all their en-
ergy in the first (�E) detector cannot be identified individually, but are identified
through the kinematic reconstruction of the breakup event. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web ver-
sion of this Letter.)

fragments over a wide angular range. In this work, coincidence
measurements were made of breakup fragments from reactions
of 6,7Li +208 Pb at beam energies (Ebeam) of 24.0, 26.5, and 29.0
MeV. These are all below the fusion barrier energies, expected to be
�30 MeV [15]. By measuring below barrier, absorption of breakup
fragments was suppressed, eliminating many uncertainties [22].
Furthermore, it allows investigation of the low impact parameter
trajectories expected to result in fusion at above-barrier energies.

Beams of 6,7Li from the 14UD electrostatic accelerator at
the Australian National University were incident on a 98.7% en-
riched 208PbS target, 170 μg cm−2 in thickness, evaporated onto
a 15 μg cm−2 carbon backing. The detector system [23] consisted
of large area double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs), 400 μm
in thickness, with 128 pixels each, in a lamp-shade configuration
with apex angle 45◦ , illustrated in Fig. 1(a). They covered scatter-
ing angles from 117◦ to 167◦ , and 210◦ in azimuthal angle. Placing
the detector at backward angles minimised the background from
elastically scattered beam particles and from the forward focused
products from reactions with low Z impurities such as C, O, and S.
A measurement with a C target showed that the kinematical re-
construction method (discussed later) eliminates interference with
the reactions of interest.

To obtain continuous reconstructed angle spectra, as shown
in Fig. 1(b), events were randomised within each pixel. The cen-
tral detector had a second identical detector placed 5 mm behind
to create a detector telescope. This allowed the identification of
isotopes of hydrogen (shown in Fig. 1(c)), as well as determina-
tion of the energy of the longest range protons. Only data where
two DSSD arcs fired were recorded, to minimise the data collec-
tion rate. The energy calibration utilised scattered Li and proton
beams, and decay α-particles. The energy loss in 0.7 μm PET foils
in front of the detectors (to stop low energy electrons), and in
the dead layer of the detectors was accounted for event-by-event.
The kinetic energy, scattering angle and azimuthal angle (Ei, θi, φi )
were determined for each breakup fragment. From this informa-
tion, breakup events could be characterised as described below.

The energetically favoured breakup modes of Li involve the pro-
duction of only two charged fragments, which we detected. The
energy of the recoiling target-like nucleus Erec was determined,
assuming three body kinematics, through conservation of momen-
Fig. 2. Measured Q-spectra for the indicated reactions at Ebeam = 29.0 MeV. Iden-
tified breakup modes, consistent with the calculated Q -values (vertical bars), are
indicated for α + p (red), α + d (magenta), α + t (blue), and α + α (green) pairs.
(a) The vertical red bars indicate the Q -values for breakup following the popula-
tion of the four lowest energy states in 209Pb, the green bars the four lowest energy
states in 206Tl, and the magenta bar the 208Pb ground-state. (b) The magenta bars
indicate the lowest two states in 209Pb, the red bars the first three states in 210Pb,
whilst the blue bar corresponds to the ground state of 208Pb. The green bars indi-
cate the four lowest energy states of 207Tl. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

tum [23]. From the measured kinetic energies E1 and E2 of the
two breakup fragments and the laboratory kinetic energy of the
incident projectile Elab (derived from Ebeam after correcting for en-
ergy lost in traversing the target), the energy change (Q -value) in
the reaction was then determined:

Q = E1 + E2 + Erec − Elab. (1)

The measured Q spectra for 6,7Li reactions on 208Pb at Ebeam =
29.0 MeV are shown in Fig. 2. The spectra at other (lower) en-
ergies show similar features, but with reduced yields. At all the
measured energies, almost all the yield is in sharp peaks, showing
that the breakup is indeed almost exclusively binary, with breakup
modes of α + α, α + t , α + d, and α + p identified using the de-
tector telescope. The expected Q -values for each binary breakup
process, calculated from the masses of all the products, are consis-
tent with the measurements, and indicated for each breakup mode
by vertical bars from the axis.

For 6Li (Fig. 2(a)), the most intense peak, at all bombarding en-
ergies, corresponds to breakup of excited states of the projectile
into its cluster constituents (α + d), as might be expected. How-
ever, there are five peaks in the spectrum correspond to breakup
into α + p, triggered by stripping of a neutron from the projec-
tile, forming the unbound 5Li, and 209Pb in its five lowest energy
states. After detector efficiency correction (Fig. 4(e)), breakup fol-
lowing transfer is more probable than direct breakup into α + d.
The small α +α yield results from pick-up of a neutron and a pro-
ton, forming 8Be which subsequently decays into two α-particles.
Events with Q < −3 MeV mainly result from incomplete energy
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Fig. 3. The curved pink band shows the classically calculated spread of Erel ver-
sus the nuclear separation (left axis) or time (right axis) at which breakup occurs,
relative to the point of closest approach (R0, T0), for 8Be in the field of a 208Pb nu-
cleus. The spread in Erel arises from the different impact parameters and projectile
orientations. Breakup prior to reflection, (TBU − T0) < 0, sketched in the lower inset,
results in higher Erel values than breakup after reflection (TBU − T0) > 0 (upper in-
set). The horizontal bands show the 50% (dark) and 95% (light) probability regions
for proton pick-up by 7Li to form 8Be (see text). (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this Letter.)

deposition, due to a proton or deuteron punching through the two
single element DSSDs.

For 7Li (Fig. 2(b)), breakup into α + t is prominent, as ex-
pected. However, production of 8Be (through pick-up of a proton),
with subsequent breakup into two α-particles, is much more likely.
The Q spectrum shows that the heavy product 207Tl is populated
mainly in its four lowest energy states. The other breakup modes,
α + d and α + p, are triggered by stripping of neutron(s) from the
projectile, forming 6Li and 5Li respectively.

3. Breakup time-scale

Identification of the reaction processes leading to breakup is
not sufficient to understand the interplay between breakup and
suppression of fusion [15]. It is critical to also know whether the
breakup occurs before or after the projectile reaches its point of
closest approach to the target nucleus. For example, although for-
mation of 8Be through proton transfer can only occur close to the
target nucleus, its ground-state lifetime [6] is long: ∼10−16 s. It
will thus decay into two α-particles after receding many thou-
sands of nuclear diameters, and thus its decay can have no effect
on fusion. Excited states of 8Be have much shorter lifetimes [6],
but the Q -value spectra give no clue to their population. Unlike
excited states of the heavy reaction partner, which typically decay
by emission of γ -rays in >10−12 s, breakup of the light partner
must occur before γ -ray emission, thus the energy of the excited
states appears in the fragment kinetic energies, and so cannot be
determined from the Q -spectra. However, this crucial information
on excited states and time-scales can be extracted from a second
derived variable, as discussed next.

Considering these nuclear collisions classically, we can picture
the Coulomb field associated with the target nucleus as a spheri-
cal mirror. Breakup into two charged fragments after passing the
point of closest approach (i.e. after reflection) will give very differ-
ent fragment trajectories compared to breakup before, as sketched
in the top and bottom insets of Fig. 3 respectively. These different
outcomes can be best characterised by the relative energy between
the fragments, determined from their relative velocity, and ex-
pressed in terms of the measured energies Ei and deduced masses
mi , and the measured angular separation θ12 of the fragments:

Erel = m2 E1 + m1 E2 − 2
√

m1 E1m2 E2 cos θ12

m1 + m2
. (2)

The quantitative dependence of Erel on the internuclear separa-
tion at breakup can be determined classically, using a three-body
three-dimensional model [24,25] developed to relate breakup and
fusion. As an example, Erel distributions have been calculated for
breakup of 8Be (formed following proton transfer to 7Li), from a
nominal 2 MeV excitation energy. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of
Erel on the nuclear separation RBU (or time TBU) at which breakup
occurs, relative to the point of closest approach without breakup
R0 (T0). The spread in Erel , shown by the curved pink band, arises
from random orientations at breakup, and the range of impact
parameters considered (corresponding to angular momenta up to
14h̄).

The strong variation of the calculated Erel around R0 (T0) in-
dicates that breakup close to R0 will be characterised by a broad
Erel distribution (the energy-time uncertainty relation will further
broaden Erel). On the other hand, the asymptote towards 2 MeV
after R0 shows that breakup when moving away from the target
will be characterised by a peak at lower Erel . Thus the measured
Erel spectra are expected to show two components. The first con-
sists of peaks at low Erel values, centred at Erel = E∗ + Q BU , where
E∗ is the excitation energy of the state from which breakup occurs
and Q BU is the breakup Q -value. These peaks are associated with
breakup on the outgoing trajectory, and thus cannot suppress fu-
sion. The second component consists of events extending to high
Erel , which are associated with breakup close to the target nucleus.
It is these breakup events that must be responsible for the sup-
pression of fusion observed at above-barrier energies [15,16,18].

Because of the possible population of relatively long-lived (res-
onant) states in the projectile-like nuclei, it is crucial to make a
clear distinction between the locations (and times) of the pro-
cesses triggering breakup, and those of the breakup itself. Theo-
retically [24] and experimentally [19,23] it has been shown that
below the barrier, the probability of breakup is well described by
an exponential dependence on nuclear separation. For each of the
mechanisms observed to trigger breakup, we have determined the
exponential slope [19,23] from our measurements of the prob-
abilities as a function of beam energy. The horizontal bands in
Fig. 3 show the corresponding 50% (dark shading) and 95% (light
shading) probabilities for proton pickup by 7Li, which serves as a
trigger for breakup. As expected, the probability is strongly peaked
around the distance of closest approach R0, and thus around T0.
For fusion to be suppressed, breakup of 8Be into two fragments
must occur before the projectile passes R0, and starts receding
from the target nucleus. From the mapping between radius and
time, we can thus conclude that breakup time-scales of ∼10−22 s
are required for prompt breakup which at higher beam energies
will suppress complete fusion.

The relationship described between the Erel spectrum and the
times of breakup shows that the experimental Erel spectra indeed
give the critical breakup time-scale information. Thus in conjunc-
tion with the Q-spectra, the relative importance of each mecha-
nism leading to prompt breakup can be determined.
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Fig. 4. (a), (b) Two-dimensional Q –Erel correlations for all breakup coincidence pairs, α + p, α + d, α + t , and α + α, observed in collisions of 6,7Li with 208Pb at Ebeam =
29.0 MeV. The reconstructed Erel gives information on the excitation energies of the projectile-like nuclei which cannot be extracted from the Q spectra alone. The intensity
of counts is indicated by the brightness of the shading. (c), (d) The detector efficiency response for each breakup process. (e), (f) Efficiency corrected Erel spectra for the
major breakup partitions. The peak at 0.7 MeV for α + d pairs corresponds to decay of the first excited state in 6Li. It is too slow to influence fusion. The dominant breakup
mode which can suppress complete fusion of 6Li is n-stripping leading to breakup of 5Li into α + p. The low energy peak at 92 keV, from α + α pairs, results from the
ground state decay of 8Be. The yield at high Erel for breakup into α + α shows that breakup from excited 8Be is dominant in reactions of 7Li. The shaded peak in (f) is from
a simulation showing the instrumental resolution in Erel , matching the experimental peak very well.
4. Interpretation of measured Erel

The experimental Erel for each pair of coincident breakup
fragments was determined using Eq. (2). The measured Erel vs.
Q spectra for 6Li and 7Li at Ebeam = 29.0 MeV are shown in
Fig. 4(a), (b). These spectra give the first complete picture of
breakup in the reactions of these nuclei, since for each breakup
mode – identified by its Q -value – determination of Erel allows
separation between prompt and delayed breakup, as described be-
low.

The features of the experimental Erel distributions follow qual-
itatively the expectations from the classical model discussed in
Section 3 (and sketched in Fig. 3), namely narrow peaks at low
Erel and broad components extending to high Erel . To obtain quan-
titative probabilities, the Erel spectra have been corrected for de-
tection efficiency through an iterative process. First, the experi-
mentally measured breakup yields as a function of beam energy
for each breakup mode were converted to breakup probability as
a function of distance of closest approach. This breakup function,
and excitation energies at breakup, were then fed into a classical
breakup trajectory calculation [24,25] to predict the breakup frag-
ments angular distributions, Erel spectra, and detection efficiencies.
The efficiency-corrected breakup function was then generated and
used again until convergence occurred. The excitation energies at
breakup were adjusted so that the simulated detected events had
the same Erel and θ12 spectra as measured. The resulting efficien-
cies of the detector array for the major breakup modes are shown
in Fig. 4(c), (d), and the efficiency corrected Erel spectra are in
Fig. 4(e), (f).

First the peaks at low Erel are discussed. For both the 6Li and
7Li reactions, the Erel spectra for the α + α breakup mode show a
sharp peak at 92 keV corresponding to the slow 8Be ground-state
decay. This comprises ∼half of all the α + α yield. For breakup
into α + d, the peak at 0.7 MeV corresponds to the decay of
the first excited state of 6Li, with a relatively long lifetime of
2.7 × 10−20 s. It is populated by direct excitation of 6Li (Fig. 4(e))
or through n-transfer in the 7Li reaction (Fig. 4(f)). The shaded
peak in Fig. 4(f) is a simulated Erel spectrum confirming that the
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observed width of the 0.7 MeV peak is an effect of instrument res-
olution arising largely from the pixel size of the DSSDs.

Considering now breakup with higher Erel , for the 6Li reac-
tion breakup into α + p is very significant. It arises from breakup
following neutron transfer and makes the largest contribution to
prompt breakup in the reaction with 6Li. The remainder is prompt
α + d breakup. For the 7Li reaction, breakup into α + t is promi-
nent, with a wide Erel distribution, indicating essentially all prompt
breakup. The largest contribution to prompt breakup for 7Li, how-
ever, is from prompt breakup of 8Be, i.e. α + α breakup with
higher Erel .

Thus for both the 6Li and 7Li reactions, prompt breakup fol-
lowing transfer is more likely than prompt direct breakup into
the projectile cluster constituents. The short time-scale of prompt
breakup (∼10−22 s), which gives rise to high Erel components, can
only be quantitatively interpreted by quantal reaction models [21,
26,27]. This will be a major challenge for the quantum theory
of low energy nuclear reactions, requiring new technical develop-
ments to allow calculation of relative energy spectra outside the
initial mass-partition.

5. Conclusion

These measurements give a complete picture of breakup in
reactions of the weakly-bound stable nuclei 6,7Li. Their prompt
breakup is found to be triggered by different processes: predom-
inantly n-stripping for 6Li, and p-pickup for 7Li. The relative en-
ergy (Erel) of the two breakup fragments provides information on
breakup timescales, and allows prompt breakup modes to be iden-
tified. The extreme sensitivity of Erel to the conditions near the
point of closest approach of the two nuclei may allow investiga-
tion of dynamical modification of nuclear properties [28] – are the
properties of excited states of the projectile-like nucleus changed
by the close proximity of a heavy nucleus like 208Pb? The demon-
stration that the reaction dynamics and outcomes can be signifi-
cantly determined not only by the properties of the two colliding
nuclei, but by the ground-state and excited state properties of their
neighbours, is a key insight for understanding and predicting reac-
tions of weakly-bound nuclei near the limits of nuclear existence.
Furthermore, the results suggest that in sub-barrier collisions of
6,7Li with all but the lightest nuclei, the most likely nuclear re-
actions will lead to breakup of the projectile-like nucleus, forming
elements lighter than Li. This needs to be tested experimentally for
reactions with much lighter nuclei, and possible implications for Li
abundances in cosmological processes [29,30] investigated. Finally,
with further calibration measurements to allow extraction of abso-
lute cross sections from these results, below-barrier cross sections
for all significant transfer channels will be available. These will de-
fine the coupling strengths for the transfer channels, allowing for
the first time reliable coupled-channels calculations and revealing
the effects of these transfer couplings on the fusion barrier dis-
tributions [31]. This promises to solve quantitatively the puzzling
behaviour of 6,7Li in near-barrier nuclear reactions, which has long
been a challenge.
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